Before you decide to manage your own records, take a minute to “think inside the box.”

IN THIS REPORT, YOU WILL LEARN SOME OF THE TOP REASONS TO OUTSOURCE, INCLUDING:

• Implementing a records management program that’s based on best practices
• Utilizing experts to address your company’s specific needs
• Taking advantage of the latest technologies that help you get organized and stay compliant
8 Reasons to Outsource Records Management

Today, 59% of financial executives believe that driving corporate cost reduction is the most crucial item on the CFO’s agenda.

And, according to Gartner\(^2\), reducing costs through better efficiency remains a “Top 5” priority for senior executives. Thinking inside the box – developing a proactive, comprehensive approach to records management – can be a critical tool for addressing these priorities.

Of course, you could restructure your records management system on your own – but that could take months or even years and distract you from what you’re in business to do. A much more effective approach would be to have information management experts develop a customized action plan for cutting and controlling costs while making records management more efficient and compliant for your business. Here are 8 excellent reasons to turn to a qualified outsourcing partner that will deliver that and more.

**THINK INSIDE THE BOX: GET AN EXPERT TO BRING PAPER UNDER CONTROL.**

The average business produces a massive volume of documents, which makes locating and retrieving vital records in a timely fashion a challenge. In addition, files are frequently organized by non-standard indexing schemes that make it even more difficult to find what you need when you need it most. A single source supplier for records management solutions can help limit operational and legal risks by holistically managing your company’s information assets. With records management as their core competency, these partners have seen and done it all – developing best practices and expertise based on hundreds of customer engagements.

**THINK INSIDE THE BOX: AVOID HAVING TO MAKE A “PLATFORM DECISION”!**

Outsourcing allows you to leverage the service provider’s investment in, and maintenance of, the latest technology. As times change and industries evolve, your needs will change as well. Your records management partner can offer you services on an à la carte basis or as solution suites that let you get the most from a comprehensive management strategy – as well as up-to-date technologies for everything from document imaging and management to litigation support and business process workflows.
THINK INSIDE THE BOX:
DON’T WAIT TO SEE RESULTS.
Implementing an effective information management solution doesn’t have to be time consuming. Vendor-hosted information management solutions often can be up and running in weeks, compared to the months it takes to evaluate, procure and install an in-house solution. As your business needs change over time, an outsourcing partner can help you evolve your records management program – add services, or scale up and down – so you can plan to stay ahead.

THINK INSIDE THE BOX:
CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY MATTERS.
With in-house document management solutions, physical records are often moved from offsite storage facilities to be scanned at another location and then returned for re-filing. Every step introduces a privacy risk, as well as an opportunity for lost and improperly filed documents. Having the ability to show consistent processes for protecting vital records against disasters, and safeguarding private information is key if you want to avoid compliance penalties and the high cost of litigation down the road. When you outsource records management to the right partner, your physical documents can be retrieved, scanned and re-filed with an audit trail – without risking privacy or ever leaving the security of the vendor’s facility.

THINK INSIDE THE BOX:
HYBRID SOLUTIONS FUEL PROCESS EFFICIENCY.
Although the vast majority of customer and business-to-business transactions are still executed and recorded using paper documents, they now coexist with electronic records in a complex hybrid information environment. What’s more, these vital records are frequently stored in distributed locations, so departments such as customer service, finance and legal have difficulty achieving secure, timely access to accurate data. A qualified outsourcing vendor can keep your files in paper format, while also scanning and digitizing them on demand according to your specific business needs.
THINK INSIDE THE BOX:
ARM KNOWLEDGE WORKERS WITH SELF-SERVICE TOOLS.

Unless you have already invested in the personnel and/or tools required to consistently index active and inactive records, the cost of finding relevant documents may be incalculable - and your system will be grossly inefficient. Even if you have made the investment - unless there’s a high degree of consistency between indexers - the process could still require considerable time and search techniques to ensure that you find all the relevant documents in an efficient and timely manner. The right outsourcing partner can make sure digital file access and management goes to the employees who best know the documents, their business uses, and their access requirements.

THINK INSIDE THE BOX:
CREATE A PLAN THAT REFLECTS BEST PRACTICES.

Ending the lifecycle of a paper document helps control the size of inactive file storage costs, not to mention the risks of leaving files within reach of unauthorized eyes. But, ending the lifecycle of a record carries its own costs. By outsourcing your records management, you can increase efficiency by cutting the time your staff spends:

- Searching through documents in any given location and pulling those that are past their retention date
- Putting them through a review and approval process to avoid costly errors
- Shredding them with in-house staff and equipment

Make sure you choose an outsourcing partner with proven best practices in conversion processes, retention schedules, information security and privacy and secure destruction.

THINK INSIDE THE BOX:
CHANGE DOESN’T HAVE TO BE DIFFICULT.

Changing information management processes can be easier than you imagine. An experienced records management partner, with years of multi-industry experience, can typically address the complexities of a comprehensive records management strategy more effectively and cost-efficiently than someone from within your company.
Simply check the records management company’s track record – have they helped businesses like yours before? The right records management partner should be able to come in, assess your records management processes, and present you with a comprehensive program that addresses your specific needs and returns significant additional value because the component pieces work together in a seamless fashion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LET THE OUTSOURCING EXPERT:</th>
<th>SO THAT YOU CAN:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pay, train and maintain staff experienced in capturing, indexing and maintaining the lifecycle of both paper and digital information</td>
<td>Run your operation more cost-effectively by using your own staff on your core competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help you define specific rules for authorized retrieval and classification, as well as ongoing retention, auditing and reporting and, ultimately, destruction of information</td>
<td>Cut the hidden costs of storing vast amounts of unnecessary data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund and maintain physical and digital storage to provide a consolidated hybrid repository (including hosted image archiving) that can scale up or down, depending on your needs</td>
<td>Uncover hidden savings by using your real estate for more revenue-oriented operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respond as required to your varied needs for converting physical records to digital format</td>
<td>Save time and money by getting to the most important files the fastest – without paying for digital storage of rarely accessed information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate consistent and compliant management of your critical business information, including physical security and chain-of-custody procedures</td>
<td>Avoid a litigation process that is more costly than necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain and update tools that centralize tracking, management and application of policy (including holds) to all records wherever they are located in their lifecycle</td>
<td>Cut the expense of looking for lost documents by keeping track of where things are – without building or maintaining the tools needed to do so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer practical advice about information management workflows, as well as regulatory compliance, based on experience with customers of your size and in your industry</td>
<td>Focus on what you are in business to do, as cost-efficiently as possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Are you ready to start thinking inside the box?

Iron Mountain has partnered with many companies like yours to develop and implement information management best practices. Our end-to-end methodology can help your company ensure that your critical information is protected, your risk and your costs are reduced and you are deriving greater value from that information every day.

- Talk to Iron Mountain at 800-899-IRON (4766)
- Learn more at costefficiencies.ironmountain.com

ABOUT IRON MOUNTAIN
Every day, companies big and small, in virtually every industry, trust Iron Mountain to store, protect, and manage their information. We help businesses just like yours take advantage of cost savings, predictability, improved efficiency, and reduced risks. Our proven solutions and unsurpassed customer service fit your specific needs - helping you turn records management into an untapped source of opportunity simply by outsourcing this vital part of your day-to-day operation.